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COURSE SUMMARY 

In this course we study the critical philosophy of Kant and its legacy. Themes include reason, 

self-consciousness, freedom, and philosophical systematicity. 

 

COURSE AIMS 

The course aims to: 

• Develop students’ knowledge and understanding of key texts, questions and 

debates in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Kantian and post-Kantian thought. 

• Develop students’ ability to give clear analyses of complex positions.  

• Develop students’ powers of logic and critical thinking. 

 

LEARNING OUTCOMES 

On successful completion of the course, students will be able to: 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 

K1c demonstrate a broad knowledge and systematic understanding of key questions 

and debates associated with Kant and post-Kantian philosophers and their 

works 

K2c demonstrate a systematic understanding of the set texts by Kant and post-
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Kantian philosophers 

 

SUBJECT-SPECIFIC SKILLS 

S1c analyse and synthesise the arguments and positions of Kant and post-Kantian 

philosophers 

S2c consider how the arguments and positions of Kant and post-Kantian 

philosophers fit into the history of western philosophy 

 

TRANSFERABLE SKILLS 

T1c work independently and effectively deadlines, and manage own learning 

T2c organise information, question assumptions, and evaluate competing 

arguments 

T3c convey ideas clearly, subtly and persuasively in oral presentation 

 

TEACHING AND LEARNING 

Teaching and learning strategies for this course will include:  

• 30 hours of lectures 

• Four one-hour one-to-one tutorials per student 

• At least one revision session 

Course information and supplementary materials are available on the College’s Virtual Learning 

Environment (VLE). 

Students are required to attend and participate in all timetabled sessions for this course, 

including end-of-term Collections meetings (see below). Students are also expected to manage 

their directed learning and independent study in support of the course. 

 

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS 

The study of philosophy cultivates skills that are employable across a range of sectors. These 

include the abilities to: 

• Work independently, creatively, and to deadlines 

• Conduct research and explore relevant existing knowledge 

• Analyse, contextualise, and interpret complex ideas and materials 

• Synthesise and evaluate information against a backdrop of uncertainty 

• Solve problems through logical reasoning 

• Present findings and opinions in a clear, structured manner, whether orally or in 

writing 

• Engage in collaborative and constructive discussion 
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ASSESSMENT 

 
FORMATIVE 

Students will be formatively assessed during the course by means of set assignments. These 

do not count towards the end of year results, but will provide students with developmental 

feedback, both oral and written.  

SUMMATIVE 

AE: Assessment Activity Weighting 

(%) 

Online 

submission 

Duration Length 

1 Examination 100% N/A 3 hours N/A 

 

The examination will be assessed in accordance with the assessment aims set out in the 

Programme Specification.  

 

FEEDBACK 

Students will receive individual feedback in a variety of ways, written and oral, within one-to-

one tutorials, in discussion phases of lectures, and on formatively assessed assignments. 

Students will also individually attend Collections, the formal meeting at the end of Michaelmas 

and Hilary term at which they receive constructive and developmental feedback on their term’s 

performance.  

Feedback is also provided through generic internal examiners’ reports, which are posted on the 

College’s VLE. 

 

INDICATIVE READING 

Note: Comprehensive and current reading lists for courses are produced annually in the Course 

Syllabus or other documentation provided to students; the indicative reading list provided 

below is used as part of the approval/modification process only. 

BOOKS  

Buroker, J. V. (2006), Kant’s Critique of pure reason: an introduction, Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press. 

Gardner, S. (1999), Routledge philosophy guidebook to Kant and the Critique of pure reason, 

London: Routledge. 

Gemes, K. and Richardson, J. eds (2013), The Oxford Handbook on Nietzsche, Oxford: Oxford 

University Press. 

Hegel, G.W.F. (1807), Phenomenology of Spirit, A.V. Miller trans. (1977), Oxford: Oxford 

University Press. 

Houlgate, S. (2004), An Introduction to Hegel: Freedom, Truth, and History, New Jersey: 

Wiley-Blackwell. 

Kant, I. (1781), Critique of Pure Reason, ed. P. Guyer and A. Wood (1999), Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press. 
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Nietzsche, Friedrich (1887), On the Genealogy of Morality: A Polemic, ed. M. Clark and A. 

Swensen (1998), Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company. 

Siep, L. (2014), Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

JOURNALS 

Relevant journal articles will be specified in the Course Syllabus.  

ELECTRONIC RESOURCES 

Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. 

 

INDICATIVE TOPICS 

Students will study a range of topics, of which the following list is indicative:   

• the idea of a ‘critical philosophy’  

• transcendental idealism  

• dialectic  

• the relation between nature and freedom  

• criticisms of the Kantian project in philosophy 
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